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Methodology and Objectives
Sample
Field Work
Total
Respondents

Survey Goals
This survey was fielded in the U.S. from September 5,
2018 through September 12, 2018
200 qualified completes

Method
Collection

Online Questionnaire

Number of
Questions

15 (excluding screeners and demographics)

Audience

To qualify for this survey, respondents were required to be employed in
an IT-related function at the Director level or above.
Qualified respondents are employed organizations with 1,500 or more
employees that are pursuing or plan to pursue digital transformation
initiatives. Respondents included a wide range of industries from
midrange to large organizations with a median of 6,250 employees.

In this survey we seek to
understand where enterprises are
with respect to their IT
transformation journey.
Specifically, we explore the steps
being taken to support IT
transformation, barriers to
progress, cloud computing
strategies, drivers for and
experiences with cloud and onpremises deployments, use of
third parties to handle aspects of
IT transformation initiatives, and
skills required to meet IT
transformation goals.
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Respondent Profile
Company Size

Primary Industry

Job Title

100,000 or more

11%

CIO, CTO

32%

50,000 - 99,999

4%

CSO, CISO

5%

30,000 - 49,999

11%

Chief Data Officer

10%

20,000 - 29,999

5%

Chief Digital Officer

2%

10,000 - 19,999

10%

7,500 - 9,999

11%

5,000 - 7,499

14%

2,500 - 4,999

24%

1,500 - 2,499

13%

22%

Financial Servic es (banking, insuranc e, brokerage)

16%

High Tech

15%

Manufact uring (auto, A&D, construc tion, engi neering, chemi cal, metals & mining)

10%

Healthcare (providers and pharmac eut icals)

8%

Retail , Wholesale and Distribution

Executive VP, Senior VP,
14%
General Manager

Utili ties/Energy (oil & gas )
Government and Nonprofit s (inc luding education)

VP

8%

Director

31%

Employee median size:
6,250 employees

6%
5%

Li fe Sciences

4%

Servi ces (legal, consulti ng, real est ate)

4%

Telecom

4%

Transportation (airlines, truc ki ng, railroads, shippi ng, logi stics)

2%

Advert ising/Marketi ng/PR/Media (publi shing, broadcast, online)

2%

Travel an d Leisure (cruis e li nes , hotels , theme parks, c as inos)
Oth er

1%
3%
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Key Findings
62% of organizations have failed to lay a strong foundation for IT transformation by both documenting and
communicating their plans.
44% have not yet taken action to support IT transformation. Interestingly, very large enterprises are more likely to place their
organizations on the low end of the IT transformation progress scale.
The least progress has been made with respect to technology changes. Most organizations begin IT transformation with a
focus on people/skills and processes, including reorganizing to support IT strategy (64%), defining new required skills (57%),
defining roles and responsibilities (52%), hiring skilled workers (50%) and aligning skill sets with priorities (49%).
51% report that the challenges they’ve experienced have prompted them to stall or abandon some IT transformation
initiatives. Larger enterprises are more likely to report stalls or stops due to challenges.
Respondents expect that more than one-third (38% on average) of their IT transformation initiatives will be handled by a
third party. Respondents who indicate later in the survey that their organizations have a “cloud first” policy expect that a higher
proportion of IT transformation initiatives will be handled by a third party (42% on average vs. 25% among others.)
While budget is most often ranked as the single biggest infrastructure barrier to transformation, outdated legacy
technology leads the concerns when respondent’s five top concerns are aggregated, followed by security and technology
silos. Legacy technology is of particular concern to those who haven’t yet started to talk about IT transformation.
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Key Findings (continued)
Just 28% have documented AND communicated a cloud strategy, indicating that many cloud deployments have proceeded without a clear
understanding of the impact on cost, management and other factors.
Determining which workloads should move to the cloud is most often ranked as the #1 challenge in executing a cloud strategy, running
neck and neck with new tools needed, change management, and choosing cloud deployment models.
Most organizations state they have a “cloud first” policy, but there is confusion over the definition of “cloud first.” Those who define
“cloud first” as hybrid cloud strategy have made the most progress with IT transformation versus “cloud only.”
On average, only 42% of applications (in-house or commercially developed) are optimized to support cloud storage consumption,
leaving more than half still to be optimized.
A hybrid cloud strategy appears to accelerate the IT transformation journey, with 63% of respondents reporting the most progress
using a hybrid cloud approach.
Security and compliance top the drivers for on-premises workload deployments, while cost and ease of integration are typically the
key factors in cloud deployment decisions.
After deployment, security and high availability rank #1 and #2 in perceptions of on-premises and cloud data attributes, but other
factors rank differently. Simple access management weighs in at #3 for on-premises data, for example, while low storage costs occupies the #3
spot for cloud data.
Security and data analytics/BI are the top skills in demand overall, but rankings change as IT transformation progresses. Security
skills aren’t in the top four in early stages but gradually rise to #1 as the journey continues.
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62% of organizations have failed to lay a strong foundation for IT
transformation by both documenting and communicating their plans.
In this survey we are defining IT transformation as adapting IT skills, processes, technology, and tools to advance the
business and improve customer experiences. IT transformation leverages DevOps and technology such as hybrid cloud,
automation, containerization and orchestration.

Does your organization have a documented & communicated
IT transformation plan outlining strategies and tactics?

Have not documented AND
communicated strategy

38%
62%

Documented AND
communicated strategy

Breakdown of stats:
• 39% documented strategy only
• 18% communicated strategy only
• 5% have not documented or
communicated strategy

Q: Does your organization have a documented & communicated IT transformation plan outlining strategies and tactics?
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More than four in ten respondents (44%) have not yet taken action to support
IT transformation.
IT Transformation Progress

15%

It's ON OUR RADAR but we haven't started discussions yet
We're TALKING ABOUT IT, but we haven't taken any
concrete action (such as making process, operational,
and/or technology changes)

29%

We've TAKEN ACTION IN SOME AREAS of the business to
support IT transformation (e.g., process, skill and/or
technology changes)

32%

We've TAKEN ACTION ENTERPRISE-WIDE to support IT
transformation (e.g., process, skill and/or technology changes)

24%

Q: From a high level, where is your company with respect to your IT transformation journey today?
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Very large enterprises are more likely to place on the low end of the IT transformation
progress scale. Nearly 25% with 10,000+ employees have not even started discussions
compared to 10% of those with 1,500-9,999 employees.
IT Transformation Progress by Company Size
37%
25%

23%

31%
25%

10,000+ employees
1,500-9,999 employees

27%
22%

10%

It's ON OUR RADAR
but we haven't started
discussions yet

We're TALKING ABOUT IT,
but we haven't taken any
concrete action (such as
making process, operational,
and/or technology changes)

We've TAKEN ACTION
IN SOME AREAS of the
business to support IT
transformation (e.g.,
process, skill and/or
technology changes)

We've TAKEN ACTION
ENTERPRISE-WIDE to
support IT transformation
(e.g., process, skill and/or
technology changes)

Q: From a high level, where is your company with respect to your IT transformation journey today?
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Technology change is slower than people and process change. Only 3 of the 10
most-performed planning steps are technology-related.
Actions Taken to Support IT Transformation

(Among those who have begun the transformation process)
Reorganized to support IT strategy

64%

(e.g. innovation team, innovation leadership)

57%

Defined new, required skills

54%

Defined data storage and protection requirements

52%

Defined roles and responsibilities

50%

Recruited/hired people with required skill sets
Aligned skill sets with priorities

49%

Gained adequate financial support/budget
for IT transformation projects

49%

Assessed cloud service providers

49%

(e.g. cost analysis, regions, etc.)

Defined network requirements
Conducted a technology needs assessment
Introduced agile methods/processes
to IT and business teams

41%
40%

Performed an application inventory

39%

Determined data security requirements/filled security gaps
Defined monitoring and management requirements

35%

Improved IT cost management processes

35%

Assessed application requirements to determine which ones will move
to public, private or hybrid cloud

35%
33%

Assessed roles/responsibilities for security, management, etc. in public cloud

48%

Developed a change management strategy

Determined data access requirements
(frequency, number of access points, quality, etc.)

44%
43%
42%

Created a new role or roles to take on IT transformation initiatives

27%

Mapped application interdependencies

27%

Modified processes to integrate with cloud plans

Assessed and refined governance and compliance
requirements for cloud

41%

Assessed and defined application re-platforming requirements

Improved supplier/partner processes

41%

Other

Q: Which of the following actions has your organization already taken to support IT transformation?

31%

Defined best-fit on- and off-premises platforms/service providers

Technology

People/Skills

16%
14%

Processes
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Respondents expect that more than one-third (38% on average) of their IT
transformation initiatives will be handled by a third party.
Percent of IT Transformation Initiatives Handled Internally vs. Externally

38%

Handled by a 3rd party
vendor or consultant
Handled internally

62%

Respondents who indicate later in
the survey that their organizations
have a “cloud first” policy expect
that a higher proportion of IT
transformation initiatives will be
handled by a third party (42% on
average vs. 25% among others.)

Q: With the total equal to 100%, approximately what percent of your company’s IT transformation initiatives and tactics do you
expect will be handled internally (by in-house staff) versus externally?
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While budget is most often ranked as the #1 barrier to transformation,
outdated legacy technology leads the concerns when respondent’s five top
concerns are aggregated, followed by security and technology silos.
Top Impediments to IT Transformation
Most Important

2nd Most Important

Outdated/legacy IT infrastructure, processes and/or tools

3rd Most Important
12%

Technology silos (storage, compute, network)

Project scope is too big and we’re stuck or don’t know where to start

Confusion/indecision about cloud strategy

7%

13%
10%
5%

11%

11%

8%

11%

8%

9%

6%
9%
10%

59%

9%
6%

54%

More often
ranked #1
among those
who haven’t yet
started talking
about IT
transformation.

53%

9%
12%

60%

9%
12%

11%

13%

13%

7%

10%

64%

12%

12%
6%

11%

9%
9%

14%

14%
14%

9%

14%

13%

17%

New skills/expertise needed
Lack of executive sponsorship or buy-in

12%

10%

5th Most Important

15%
15%

10%

Budget/Finances
Too many competing priorities

12%

15%

Data privacy/security concerns

4th Most Important

50%
49%
46%

More often ranked #1
among those who have
started to talk about IT
transformation but haven’t
yet taken action.

39%

Q: What are the top barriers to transformation in your current IT infrastructure, if any? (Please select up to five and rank in order of importance.)
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51% report that the challenges they’ve experienced have prompted them to
stall or abandon some IT transformation initiatives.
Have any of these difficulties prompted you to
stall or abandon any IT transformation initiatives?

% Answering “Yes” by company size:

65%

41%

51%

49%

Yes

No

10,000
employees
or more

1,500 - 9,999
employees

Q: Have any of these difficulties prompted you to stall or abandon any IT transformation initiatives?
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Just 28% have documented AND communicated a cloud strategy, indicating that
many cloud deployments have proceeded without a clear understanding of the impact on
cost, management and other factors.
In addition, 17% have communicated but not
documented a strategy, and 7% have done neither.

7%

Documented AND
communicated strategy
Documented
strategy ONLY

28%

17%

Communicated
strategy ONLY
HAVE NOT documented or
communicated strategy

In this survey when we refer to cloud
technology we are referring to
Infrastructure-as-a-Service* (IaaS)
and/or Platform-as-a-service
(PaaS)*. For the purposes of this survey
we are not including Software-as-aservice (SaaS) in our definition.
*Definitions included in Appendix

48%

Q: Does your company have a documented & communicated cloud strategy with associated tactics?
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While determining which workloads should move to the cloud is most often ranked as
the #1 cloud strategy challenge, aggregating the top five shows a near-tie with new
tools needed, change management and cloud deployment models.
Challenges in Executing a Cloud Strategy
Most Important

2nd Most Important

Determining what workloads should move to the cloud
New tools needed to support/monitor cloud applications

3rd Most Important

18%
11%

4th Most Important

14%
20%

Change management/moving to a new way of thinking

16%

11%

Choosing cloud deployment models

15%

13%

Our processes/practices are not cloud-ready

12%

16%

12%

Staffing/skills shortage

13%

15%

13%

Data governance/Data management

15%

12%

16%

15%

20%

10%

13%
13%

14%

5th Most Important

10%

18%

13%

13%
8%
13%
12%

72%

10%

16%
16%

70%
70%
69%

63%

9%

63%

11%

63%

Q: What are the specific challenges your company faces in executing a cloud strategy, if any? (Please select up to five and rank in order of importance.)
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Most organizations state they have a “cloud first” policy, but there is confusion
over the definition of “cloud first.”
Does Your Organization Have a “Cloud First” Policy?

NO

30%

25%

YES, Cloud-only (all workloads
move to the cloud)
YES, Cloud-priority (think of
cloud first; leverage hybrid cloud
/ on-premises strategy)

45%

Reasons cited among the 25% who
DO NOT have a “cloud first” policy:
• Security concerns (57%)
• Cost/financial reasons (39%)
• Resistance to change within the
organization (27%)
• No issues with our current cloud
strategy (22%)
• Lack of staff/skills to support “cloud
first” (20%)

Q: Does your organization have a “cloud first” policy?
Q: Why has your organization decided against a “cloud first” policy?
Q: If yes, what is your definition of “cloud first”?
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Those who have made the most progress with IT transformation are more
likely to define “cloud first” as a hybrid cloud strategy versus “cloud only.”
63% with active enterprise-wide initiatives use a hybrid cloud approach.
Cloud-only

Cloud-priority

(all workloads move to the cloud)

(think of cloud first; leverage hybrid cloud / on-premises strategy)

No ”cloud first” policy

90%
63%

53%
10%
IT Transformation
"On our radar"

18%

30%

Talking about
IT transformation

34% 32% 34%

23%
14%

Have taken action
in some areas

Have taken action
enterprise-wide
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Security and compliance are the top drivers for on-premises deployments,
while cost and ease of integration typically lead cloud deployment decisions.
Factors Driving Organization to
Deploy On-Premises (select five)

Factors Driving Organization to
Deploy in the Cloud (select five)
41%

Security requirements

37%

Compliance requirements

35%

Cost benefits

33%

Ease of integration/compatibility

33%
32%

Data portability

32%

Data protection requirements

Cost benefits

Performance requirements

30%

Performance requirements

30%

The volume of data associated with the application

30%

Manageability/Performance monitoring capabilities

30%

Manageability/Performance monitoring capabilities

30%

Ease of integration/compatibility

30%

Compliance requirements

29%

Data portability

30%

Security requirements

29%

27%

Flexibility or customization

25%

Level of control over resources or data

24%

Application accessibility/availability requirements

23%

The volume of data associated with the application

Other

Flexibility or customization

28%
27%
23%

Application accessibility/availability requirements

21%

Avoiding vendor lock-in

1%

Other

None
Don’t know

28%

Level of control over resources or data

20%

Avoiding vendor lock-in

Data protection requirements

None

1%

2%

Don’t know

Q: What are the top factors that typically drive your organization to deploy applications on-premises versus in the cloud?
Q: What are the top factors that typically drive your organization to deploy applications in the cloud versus on-premises?
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After deployment, security and high availability rank #1 and #2 in perceptions of
both on-premises and cloud data attributes, but other factors vary. The #3 spot is
simple access management for on-premises data and low storage costs for cloud.
Characteristics of Data On-Premises
(select all that apply)

Characteristics of Data in the Cloud
(select all that apply)

49%

Secure data

39%

High data availability/uptime

34%

Flexible maintenance and change windows

33%

Easy data replication

41%

Secure data

35%

Simple access management

43%

High data availability/uptime

33%

Low storage costs
Flexible maintenance and change windows

32%

Compatible application architecture

32%

(with cloud model)

Compatible application architecture

30%

Easy data replication

Low storage costs

30%

Simple access management

28%

Low licensing costs

28%

(with cloud model)

26%

Low licensing costs

23%

Low application dependency and integrations
Other

31%

26%

Low application dependency and integrations

1%

Other

Not applicable

Not applicable

2%

Q: What are the top factors that typically drive your organization to deploy applications on-premises versus in the cloud?
Q: What are the top factors that typically drive your organization to deploy applications in the cloud versus on-premises?
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On average, only 42% of applications (in-house or commercially developed)
are optimized to support cloud storage consumption.
What Percent of Your Applications are Optimized to Support Cloud Storage Consumption?

2%

2%

Less than 10%

8%

10% to less than 25%

9%

25% to less than 50%
50% to less than 75%

28%

42% on
average

19%

75% to less than 100%
All – 100%

32%

None
Q: Approximately, what percent of your company’s applications (in-house or commercially developed) have been optimized to
support cloud storage consumption?
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Security and data analytics/BI are the top skills in demand overall, followed by
cloud monitoring and disaster recovery.
Skill Sets Needed to Meet IT Transformation Goals
31%

Security/risk management

28%

Data analytics/big data/business intelligence
Cloud monitoring

27%

Disaster recovery

27%

Multi-cloud/hybrid cloud integration/management

26%

Cloud services (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS)

26%

Mobile and other device technologies

24%

Technology vendor management

24%
23%

Compliance and regulatory
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning

22%

Data governance

21%

Success measurement/Business justification

21%

Application development

20%

DevOps

20%

Other
Q: Which of the following skill sets is your organization missing, or in which areas are you in need of additional resources, to meet your IT transformation goals?
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Skill needs change as the journey progresses. Security skills aren’t in the top
four before transformation begins but gradually rise to #1.
Skill Sets Needed by Journey Stage

IT Transformation
“on the radar”

Talking about
IT Transformation

Have taken action
enterprise-wide

Data analytics/
big data/business
intelligence

Cloud
monitoring

30%

(SaaS, IaaS, PaaS)

Data analytics/
big data/business
intelligence

30%

Security/risk
management

28%

Cloud
monitoring

Technology vendor
management

28%

Security/risk
management

29%

Disaster recovery

29%

Compliance and
regulatory

29%

Data governance

27%

Multi-cloud/
hybrid cloud
integration/
management

27%

Cloud services

Have taken action
in some areas

35%

43%

34%

Security/risk
management

46%

Mobile and
other device
technologies

38%

DevOps

38%
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Appendix: Definitions
In this survey we are defining IT transformation as adapting IT skills, processes, technology,
and tools to advance the business and improve customer experiences. IT transformation leverages
DevOps, and technology such as hybrid cloud, automation, containerization and orchestration.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) – The customer provisions processing, storage, networks,
and other fundamental computing resources where the customer can deploy and run arbitrary
software, which can include operating systems and applications. The provider manages or controls
the underlying cloud infrastructure while the customer has control over operating systems,
storage, and deployed applications; and possible limited control of select networking components
(e.g., host firewalls).
Platform as a Service (PaaS) – Customer-created or acquired applications using programming
languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider are deployed onto the cloud
infrastructure which the provider manages or controls. The customer has control over the
deployed applications and possible configuration settings for the application-hosting environment.
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